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Product Description
ATOM ULTRA is the purifying liquid specifically formulated to be used with Atom Machine, Errecom’s 
ultrasonic nebuliser. Once inserted in Atom Machine, ATOM ULTRA saturates the room, purifying 
interiors, surfaces and A/C system ducts. 

The main feature of the ultrasonic nebulisation system is to obtain nebulised liquid particles at room 
temperature, avoiding the condensation phenomenon that occurs when a liquid is nebulised by 
heating. The liquid particles nebulised with Atom Machine are smaller than 5 microns and are light 
enough to propagate completely in the A/C system, in the vehicle interior and on all the surfaces. 
This aim can’t be achieved when common spray cans are used to sanitise A/C systems, passenger 
compartments, or interiors, because in those cases, the size and heaviness of the nebulised particles 
cause them to precipitate rapidly.

An ATOM MACHINE treatment cycle lasts 30 minutes. When the treatment is finished, the nebuliser 
will automatically switch off. The exposure time has been designed to ensure that a 20 m² room and 
all components of the A/C system are reached, letting the active substances enough time to saturate 
the room and ensure a high level of purification.

Purifying Treatment for Atom Machine

  - Disinfectant registered in Germany (Reg. Nr. 91686). 
  - Refreshes and improves indoor air quality.
  - Use only with ATOM MACHINE, Errecom's device.

  - Purifies A/C system components and vehicle cockpits.
  - Purifies rooms up to 20 sqm.  

Features

Vehicle Application

Interior Application

1 Insert ATOM ULTRA into ATOM MACHINE according to the instructions contained in the ATOM MACHINE manual 
and place the ultrasonic nebuliser on the passenger side mat, positioning the conveyor tube towards the air ducts.  
2 Set the A/C temperature at 22°C and select front ventilation.
3 Switch on the recirculation mode.
4 Set ventilation to intermediate mode.
5 Open all air vents.
6 Switch ATOM MACHINE on, taking care to close doors and windows. 
7 ATOM MACHINE will switch off automatically at the end of the treatment. Ventilate the passenger compartment 
for 5-10 minutes before entering.

1 Insert ATOM ULTRA into ATOM MACHINE according to the instructions contained in the ATOM MACHINE 
manual and place ATOM MACHINE in the room, far from delicate surfaces.
2 Switch ATOM MACHINE on, taking care to close doors and windows. 
3 ATOM MACHINE will switch off automatically at the end of the treatment. Ventilate the room for 5-10 minutes 
before entering.

The 120 mL ATOM ULTRA treatment is available in different fragrances:
PURE, marine note;
LEMON, citrus note;
MINT, mentholated note;
SMOKI, which eliminates smoke and cigarette odours;
WOOFI, which eliminates pet odours.
NO ODOR, which eliminates all bad odours.
It’s recommended to strictly observe the user guide enclosed with the Atom Machine.

Atom UltraAU
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Available Packaging

Art.-Nr. Description
Atom Machine kit

RK1393 Atom Machine + 48 bottles of Atom Ultra Lemon 01 48
RK1394 Atom Machine + 48 bottles of Atom Ultra Pure 01 48
RK1395 Atom Machine + 48 bottles of Atom Ultra Mint 01 48
RK1396 Atom Machine + 48 bottles of Atom Ultra Smoki 01 48
RK1397 Atom Machine + 48 bottles of Atom Ultra Woofi 01 48
RK1443 Atom Machine + 48 bottles of Atom Ultra No Odor 01 48

The packaging is made of cardboard, 100%.recycled.

Art.-Nr. Description
AB0018.G.01 120 mL Atom Ultra Lemon 12 -
AB0022.G.01 120 mL Atom Ultra Pure 12 -
AB0024.G.01 120 mL Atom Ultra Mint 12 -
AB0026.G.01 120 mL Atom Ultra Smoki 12 -
AB0027.G.01 120 mL Atom Ultra Woofi 12 -
AB0028.G.01 120 mL Atom Ultra No Odor 12 -

Art.-Nr. Description
VP1044.01 Atom Machine 01 -


